Seminar
Ph.D. Prof. Adele E. Clarke
University of California, San Francisco

Introduction to situational analysis

Date: 08.07.2011 to 13.07.2011
Place: Institute for Advanced Studies, HS II

At the IHS, there are 10 students and 5-6 doctoral students from the university will also participate. The seminar is in the format of an intensive workshop, alternating lectures and student presentations of your own work, however preliminary. Given that SA is good for project design as well as analysis of research data, it is usually relatively easy for students to do messy situational maps, even if you are new to it. Each student must be prepared to present 3 maps for group discussion: 1 messy situational map, one social worlds/arena map, and one positional map. Depending upon time, sharing additional maps for discussion may be possible. The exemplars in the text are very helpful. Students need to either do their maps on old-fashioned overheads OR into powerpoint slides OR bring enough xerox copies to share with the group (about 20 copies).

REQUIRED INTRODUCTORY READINGS:
See www.situationalanalysis.com for more information on SA.
REQUIRED COURSE READINGS:

SUGGESTED FURTHER READINGS:
**A list of Clarke's published works on research methods and a list of articles, books and dissertations using situational analysis will be distributed at the workshop.**
Kohlen, Helen. 2009. *Conflicts of Care: Hospital Ethics Committees in the USA and Germany.* Frankfurt and New York: Campus Verlag.


